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How does the Zerto log retention system work and why is it 
important to me?
There are two Zerto components that write standard-level log 
files for cases in which a past condition or issue requires our 
investigation. Each component writes logs relevant to its own role 
and responsibilities, in their own repository.
The Zerto Virtual Manager (ZVM) retains standard-level log files 
according to the value set in the logging configuration file. By 
default, a maximum of 150 log files with a size of 10 MB each is 
retained which equals approx. 72 hours of logging information. 
Once 150 standard-level log files have been created, the ZVM 
begins to remove the oldest log file as each new log file is created.

The Virtual Replication Appliance (VRA) retains a maximum of 
1000 standard level log files by default on the VRA VM, each file is 
a maximum of 1 MB which also equals approx. 72 hours of logging 
information. 

The more logs retained, the further back in time Zerto can analyze.

Why would I need to extend my Zerto logs retention?
The time frame covered within the ZVM logs varies, depending 
on the rate the information is written to the log file by the ZVM. 
A busy environment with more than one paired site, and more 
than 100 VPGs, will retain a much shorter time frame of logging 
information, compared to a less busy environment with one paired 
site and less than 25 VPGs. Therefore, the information contained 
in the logs of a busy environment can be lost once the log files are 
filled with logging information too quickly.

As opposed to the ZVM component of which there is only one 
instance that manages the replication of an entire environment, 
there are multiple VRAs in most environments upon which the 
loads of replication can be spread. Therefore, the likelihood of 
losing logging data on VRAs in general is lower.

However, in very large environments where VRAs are more likely 
to be under high workloads, an administrator may wish to increase 
the logging retention of the VRAs to accommodate more logging 
information.

How can I tell how many log files Zerto currently retains?
The ZVM log files are saved to the Logs directory at the Zerto 
Virtual Replication installation directory. 

Open the oldest log file within this directory and note down the 
time stamp written in the first log line entry within this file. This log 
line will determine the oldest point in time covered by the logs. 

Since the rate of information generated by the Zerto Virtual 
Manager will fluctuate, observing the time frame covered at 
multiple points during a day or week will provide a more accurate 
estimate of the time frame covered by the logs. The same is true 
for this process in the VRAs, however one would need to submit 
a support ticket with Zerto and schedule a WebEx with one of our 
Support Engineers to review the VRA log files status.

Extending Zerto’s Log Files Retention

For any issues or questions, please contact Zerto Support.

Instructions
Caution: Before you increase the number of ZVM log files retained, 
please ensure there is enough disk space available on the drive that 
holds the ZVR folder to accommodate the new log files. A single log file 
weighs 10 MBs, so increasing the number of log files retained by 100, 
will use an additional 1 GB. 

1. Open the ZVM directory (C:\Program Files\Zerto\Zerto Virtual 
Replication or in a different drive according to the user’s selection 
during installation of ZVR).

2. Within this directory, locate the file named: NLog.config, and create 
a backup copy of this file.

3. Open and edit the NLog.config file with a text file editor (preferably 
notepad/notepad++).

4. Here is an example that shows how to double the log files 
retention: In line 22, change the value of “maxArchiveFiles” from 
150 files to 300 files and save the file. (picture attached) 

Increase the number of log files that can be archived on a 
Caution: Zerto does not recommend decreasing the number of logs 
from the default settings, or changing any other values within the 
log configuration file. Changing other values within this file may 
cause issues with the ZVM logging function, and prevent the Zerto 
Diagnostic Application or Remote Log Collector from collecting logs 
when requested.

VRA Extended Logging - Optional (for very busy VRAs)

The process is a one line command to be run on all VRAs at once. 
This will extend the VRAs logs retention with the same method 
used for the ZVM. To run this command which requires VRA root 
access, please submit a call with Zerto Support and a WebEx 
session will be scheduled for that purpose.

Notes
1. There’s no need to restart the ZVM service before or after the fact.

2. To collect the maximum amount of log files during a log collection, 
please choose an unlimited time frame in the log collection wizard.

3. Changes to the NLOG.config file will get overwritten during 
upgrades so the process needs to be redone post upgrades.
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